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ABSTRACT
We find significantly different diagnostic emission line ratios for the circumgalactic gas associated with
galaxies of stellar masses above and below 1010.4 M⊙ using SDSS spectroscopy. Specifically, in a sample
of 17,393 galaxies, intersected by 18,535 lines of sight at projected radii between 10 and 50 kpc, we stack
measured fluxes for nebular strong emission lines, [O III] λ5007, Hα and [N II] λ6583, and find that the gas
surrounding the lower mass galaxies exhibits similar line ratios to those of gas ionized by star formation and
that surrounding the higher mass galaxies similar to those of gas ionized by AGN or shocks. This finding
highlights yet another characteristic of galaxies that is distinctly different above and below this stellar mass
threshold, but one that is more closely connected to the gas accretion behavior hypothesized to be responsible
for this dichotomy.
Subject headings: galaxies: kinematics and dynamics, structure, halos, intergalactic medium
1. INTRODUCTION
The manner in which gas accretes onto galaxies, and there-
fore the initial state of the gas observed in the circumgalac-
tic medium, is hypothesized to be distinctly different in high
and low mass galaxies (Birnboim & Dekel 2003; Keresˇ et al.
2005). The physical distinction centers on whether the gas
is shocked as it is accreted onto the dark matter galaxy halo,
as originally envisioned by White & Rees (1978), or directly
accreted onto the central galaxy. The two modes are broadly
referred to as “hot” and “cold” modes of accretion, respec-
tively. The different behavior is expected to lead to distin-
guishing observable galaxy characteristics (Keresˇ et al. 2005;
Dekel & Birnboim 2006). Many of the key, broad differences
among galaxies, such as color, morphology, and current star
formation rate, have long been known to track the mass of
the galaxy (Roberts & Haynes 1994) and that connection has
been unambiguously demonstrated using data from the Sloan
Digital Sky Survey (Blanton et al. 2003; Kauffmann et al.
2003b). In particular, Kauffmann et al. (2003b) found that
galaxies separate into “two distinct families” and that the
break in galaxy properties happens relatively sharply at a stel-
lar mass,M∗, of ∼ 3× 10
10 M⊙, which corresponds closely
to the transition scale for accretion behavior identified in nu-
merical simulations,M∗ = 10
10.4 M⊙ (Keresˇ et al. 2005).
Since these studies, there has been an explo-
sion in studies of the circumgalactic medium (see
Tumlinson, Peeples & Werk 2017, for a review with an
extensive list of references). The emerging picture is far
more complicated, including gas recycling, the contribution
of gas from galaxy mergers, and even the accretion of gas
processed previously in other galaxies (Ford et al. 2014;
Angle´s-Alca´zar et al. 2017). There are even proposals that
the current state of the gas may reflect a previous state of
the central galaxy (for example, previous AGN activity;
Oppenheimer et al. 2018). While no simple picture will
capture all of this richness, there continue to be predictions
that the properties of the circumgalactic medium should
depend on galaxy mass.
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To bridge the gap between the measured central proper-
ties of galaxies and the theoretical modeling of gas accretion,
we investigate whether the observed circumgalactic gas also
differs significantly for low and high mass galaxies. Diag-
nostic emission line ratios, like those used in the BPT di-
agram (Baldwin, Phillips & Terlevich 1981), provide guid-
ance on the ionizing source. Those authors identified re-
gions in line ratio diagrams indicative of excitation by nor-
mal star formation (H II regions), active galactic nuclei (AGN,
which are power-law spectrum sources), shock heating, and
hot stellar remnants (planetary nebulae). Subsequent stud-
ies that focused on the use of such line ratios to interpret
galaxy spectra focused on distinguishing between the two
expected dominant sources of excitation, star formation and
AGN (e.g. Veilleux & Osterbrock 1987; Kewley et al. 2001;
Kauffmann et al. 2003a).
Our observational challenge is to detect the line emission
from the circumgalactic medium (CGM) necessary to con-
struct the diagnostic ratios. Stacking thousands to millions
of spectra obtained from galaxy redshift surveys has proven
to provide an avenue for studying difficult to reach spectral
features in a variety of contexts (e.g. Steidel et al. 2010;
Me´nard et al. 2011; Bordoloi et al. 2011; Zhu & Me´nard
2013a,b; Werk et al. 2014, 2016; Croft et al. 2016, 2018;
Prochaska et al. 2017; Lan & Mo 2018; Joshi et al. 2018).
We recently applied the stacking technique to SDSS spectra
to uncover emission lines originating in the CGM of low red-
shift galaxies (Zhang et al. 2016; Zhang, Zaritsky & Behroozi
2018, hereafter, Papers I and II). These two studies present
results on the radial distribution of Hα+[N II] emission from
the halos of normal galaxies and their neighbors to projected
radii beyond 100 kpc. We continue our exploration of this
gas using spectral stacking by now measuring additional
recombination lines in an effort to constrain the physical state
of the gas in the warm ionized halos of low and high mass
galaxies using standard diagnostic line ratios. To evaluate
distances, we adopt standard cosmological parameters Ωm =
0.3,ΩΛ = 0.7, Ωk = 0 and the dimensionless Hubble constant
h = 0.7.
2. DATA ANALYSIS
2We follow the approach developed in Papers I and II, but
focus on the CGM of host galaxies by considering only sight-
lines with projected separations ≤ 50 kpc (see Paper II for a
discussion of how neighboring halos begin to dominate the in-
tegrated emission profile at larger projected radii). We obtain
galaxy spectra from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey Data Re-
leases (Alam et al. 2015, SDSS DR12) and classify galaxies
that meet our criteria in redshift (0.02 < z < 0.2), luminosity
(109.5 ≤ L/L⊙ < 10
11), and size (2 ≤ R50/kpc < 10) as
candidate primary galaxies. We then compile SDSS spectro-
scopic lines of sight to other galaxies that are projected within
50 kpc of any candidate primary galaxy to probe the CGM
of the primary galaxy. To avoid contamination from satel-
lites and other nearby galaxies, we require a redshift differ-
ence from the primary> 0.05. For each such spectrum, we fit
and subtract a 10th order polynomial to a 200 A˚ wide section
at the rest wavelength, in the primary galaxy frame, for each
of the emission lines of interest to remove the continuum. The
emissions lines we study are Hβ, [O III] λ5007, Hα, and [N
II] λ6583. For completeness, we also measure and detect [O
II] λλ3726,3729 at > 3σ significance, but we do not discuss
it further because it is not needed for the diagnostic line ratios
that we discuss below.
We measure the emission flux within a prescribed velocity
window relative to the primary galaxy from each individual
spectrum and combine the measurements. For simplicity,
we set the width of that velocity window, ± 180 km s−1, to
approximate the range of kinematics expected in the halos
of massive galaxies. This choice will include most of the
absorption line systems in halos (Werk et al. 2016). However,
we also experiment with a variable width related to an esti-
mate of the virial velocity and describe those results, which
are qualitatively similar to those obtained with the fixed
window, below. Details of how we process the data, including
the rejection of outliers, are detailed in Papers I and II. In
those papers, we adopted a broader velocity window than we
do here to include as much signal as possible because were
pursuing detections to large projected radii and, therefore,
could not separately measure Hα and [NII]. Finally, we
extract M∗ (Kauffmann et al. 2003a,b; Gallazzi et al. 2005)
and star formation rates (Brinchmann et al. 2004) from the
MPA-JHU catalog.
3. RESULTS
We present measurements of the mean line fluxes of the
different emission lines and the associated uncertainties, cal-
culated using the dispersion among individual measurements,
for lines of sight with projected radius, rp, between 10 and
50 kpc in Table 1. The mean rp for the lines of sight within
this rp range is 35 kpc, well within the halos of most galaxies.
Estimates of the virial radius for these galaxies, obtained as
explained below, range from ∼ 70 to 500 kpc, although most
are not as extreme and much closer to the mean, 270 kpc.
We detect statistically significant, > 3σ, flux for all of our
targeted lines in the full sample except for Hβ (top line of
Table 1)3.
3.1. BPT diagram
3 The conversion factor to units between the values we present, 10−17
erg cm−2 s−1 A˚−1 and those used commonly in the literature to describe
diffuse line emission, erg cm−2 s−1 arcsec−2 , is 1.7.
The BPT diagnostic diagram is constructed using two line
ratios, [O III]/Hβ and [N II]/Hα, to define a parameter space in
which one can distinguish between softer ionization sources,
star formation principally, and harder sources, power law
(AGN) or shocks. The use of Hβ in one of the ratios and
Hα in the other is driven by the desire to avoid different ex-
tinction corrections between the numerator and denominator
in those ratios. This condition is satisfied because Hβ is close
in wavelength to [O III] λ5007 and Hα is close in wavelength
to [N II] λ6583.
The Hβ null detection is therefore unfortunate. The the-
oretical expectation for Hβ/Hα has some variation that de-
pends on physical conditions. Calculations can be done
both for Case A or Case B (e.g. Baker & Menzel 1938;
Hummer & Storey 1987; Osterbrock & Ferland 2006), which
describe whether one assumes that the gas is or is not optically
thin, respectively, in the Lyman lines. Case B is typically as-
sumed for gas in galaxies, although that gas is generally much
denser than the gas in halos. Such calculations predict ratios
of ∼ 0.35. The Hβ/Hα flux ratio we measure is 0.31± 0.25,
which is entirely consistent with these expectations, but is suf-
ficiently uncertain that it provides no discriminatory power.
Because we do not have a statistically robust determina-
tion of Hβ, we cannot present the standard BPT diagram.
Instead, we estimate Hβ using Hα and an adopted Hβ/Hα
line ratio. Differential extinction between Hα and Hβ is
not an issue here as extinction in galaxy halos is exceed-
ingly low (Zaritsky 1994; Me´nard et al. 2010). To be specific,
Me´nard et al. (2010) find that AV is less than 0.03 beyond
projected radii of 15 kpc in their generic galaxy and is ∼ 0.01
at the mean rp of our sample, 35 kpc. The use of a correc-
tion factor between Hα and Hβ does introduce a source of
uncertainty, but that can be mitigated by considering limiting
cases. We choose to adopt Hβ/Hα = 0.3, a round number
consistent with our measurement for the entire sample and
theoretical expectations. In almost all scenarios, one expects
the ratio to be larger than this value and, hence, the calculated
ratios may slide in one direction (downward) along the y-axis
in our BPT diagrams.
We derive the errorbars plotted in Figure 1 using a boot-
strapping method. Specifically, we randomly select half of
the individual measurements in each of the two mass subsam-
ples, calculate the mean fluxes for Hα, N[II] and O[III], eval-
uate the ratios, treat negative ratio values as described above,
and repeat the process 1000 times. We define the 16.5 and
83.5 percentiles of the resulting ratio distributions as the ends
of the plotted errorbars. The ratio values we present are the
medians of the distributions.
To estimate the statistical significance of our result, we per-
form a bootstrap analysis by randomly splitting the sample in
two, matching in size to our low and high mass subsamples.
Among 1000 trials, we find no cases where the mean subsam-
ple line ratios match the observed values or where the lower
mass sample is even farther toward the lower left in the dia-
gram and the high mass sample farther toward the upper right,
which suggests that the observational result is significant at
≥ 99.9% confidence. For a more conservative determination,
however, we measure how often we find either of the two sub-
samples lying on a different side of the HII/AGN demarcation
line than the other subsample. Here, we find an incidence of
4%, suggesting > 95% confidence in our result. These two
estimates are likely to bracket the actual significance level.
A concern in interpreting our result is that we have mixed
measurements from different radial regimes, the innermost
3TABLE 1
THE EMISSION FLUXES FOR Hβ , [O III], Hα AND [N II] AT DIFFERENT PROJECTED RADIUS.
rpa Hβ [O III] Hα [N II]
[kpc] [10−17 erg cm−2 s−1 A˚−1]
Full Sample (109 <M∗ < 1011.75)
35 0.0017 ± 0.0013 0.0046 ± 0.0013 0.0054± 0.0012 0.0037 ± 0.0012
109 <M∗ ≤ 1010.4 M⊙
35 0.0015 ± 0.0017 0.0043 ± 0.0016 0.0075± 0.0016 < 0.0014 ± 0.0015
17 - 0.012 ± 0.004 0.022± 0.004 0.0042 ± 0.0036
40 - 0.0027 ± 0.0018 0.0045± 0.0017 < 0.00054 ± 0.0017
1010.4 <M∗ < 1011.75 M⊙
35 0.0019 ± 0.0020 0.0059 ± 0.0019 0.0028± 0.0019 0.0089 ± 0.0018
17 - 0.024 ± 0.005 0.018± 0.006 0.021 ± 0.005
40 - 0.0026 ± 0.0021 < 0.0019 ± 0.0019 0.0067 ± 0.0019
a Radii refer to the mean rp of lines of sight included. A value of 35 kpc corresponds to a bin that
includes all lines of sight with rp between 10 and 50 kpc. Values of 17 and 40 correspond to inner
and outer rp bins within that range, respectively.
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FIG. 1.— The BPT diagram for circumgalactic gas within 10 < rp/kpc <
50 (mean projected radius = 35 kpc; green symbols) and within a larger radius
bin 22 < rp/kpc < 50; blue symbols). The circle and triangle represent the
measurements for galaxies with stellar mass below and above 1010.4 M⊙,
respectively. The blue curve is the demarcation between ratios indicating
ionization by star formation and AGN/shocks (Kauffmann et al. 2003a), with
labels indicating which region corresponds to each of the two mechanisms.
The light gray points represent the line ratios for the integrated central parts
of individual galaxies as measured by SDSS. The Hβ flux is estimated using
the Hα flux as described in the text.
of which may be contaminated by emission from the central
galaxy. To address this concern, we divide the data into two
equal ∆ log rp bins centered on 17 (10 < rp/kpc < 22.4 )
and 40 kpc (22.4 ≤ rp/kpc < 50). We present the mean flux
value for each line, the uncertainty of the mean, and the av-
erage rp within each bin in Table 1. Because of the smaller
sample size once we split the sample, uncertainties are larger
and in two cases we measure a non-positive flux (less than 1σ
at or below 0). To enable us to present those in the log space
of the BPT diagram, at least as upper limits, we added 1σ to
the measured values. The two cases where that happened are
listed as upper limits in Table 1. The diagnostic line ratios are
consistent from the inner to outer bin in both the low and high
stellar mass samples. We show the larger radius bin results in
Figure 1 for comparison to the results using the full sample.
The use of the adjusted values from the limits does not affect
this conclusion because in both cases using even smaller flux
values would drive the respective points farther into the area
of the BPT diagram that they currently inhabit.
To ascertain the significance of the results using only data
from the outer bin, we repeat the statistical tests described pre-
viously and find that in < 1% of the cases do we achieve re-
sults as or more different than those observed and in only 13%
of the cases do the subsamples separate into the two differ-
ent regions of the BPT diagram. Again, we expect these two
tests to bracket the actual statistical significance. Although
the statistical significance using this smaller sample is some-
what lower than that found for the entire sample, the results
are entirely consistent and are now independent of any data
at rp < 22 kpc. We conclude that the measurements for the
full sample (10 < rp/kpc < 50) can not solely be ascribed
to contamination at small rp, although at sufficiently small rp
contamination must become a concern.
Another concern is that at a fixed projected radius we are
probing physically different regions for galaxies with differ-
ent total masses. To address this concern, we redo the anal-
ysis using a projected radius bin defined in units of scaled
rather than physical radii. We set the scaled radius to be
the ratio of the projected radius to the viral radius rs =
rp/rvir. To estimate the halo virial radius, we use a cali-
bration obtained from the mean relation between luminosity
and virial radius derived using the catalog of cosmological
simulations that we used in Paper II. Namely, that catalog is
based on halo merger trees from the Bolshoi-Planck simula-
tion (Klypin et al. 2016; Rodrı´guez-Puebla et al. 2016), with
halos found using the ROCKSTAR phase-space halo finder
(Behroozi, Wechsler & Wu 2013) and merger trees generated
with the CONSISTENT TREES code (Behroozi et al. 2013),
and finally stellar masses modeled with the UNIVERSEMA-
CHINE code (Behroozi et al. 2018). For a Milky Way like
galaxy, the 10 < rp/kpc < 50 range corresponds to 0.05 <
rs < 0.25, and we adopt this as the range of scale radii and
require rp > 10 kpc, applied using the estimated virial ra-
dius of each individual galaxy. This criterion replaces the
10 < rp/kpc < 50 criterion, so the size of the sample of
sightlines will differ slightly, with mean value of rp ∼ 46
kpc in the range of 10 < rp/kpc < 136. In Figure 3 we
present the line ratios for the stacked spectra of gas within
0.05 < rs < 0.25 and rp > 10 kpc, for galaxies binned
by mass above and below M∗ = 10
10.4 M⊙. Qualitatively,
the results are unchanged, although the uncertainties in these
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FIG. 2.— The stacked composite spectra for lines of sight with 10 < rp < 50 kpc for the spectral region that includes Hα and [NII]. The shaded regions
indicate the velocity windows for those emission lines. The left panel is for the low mass subsample and the right panel is for the high mass subsample. The
spectra appear noisier than our quantitative measurements because we reject outliers in our stacks only within the Hα and N[II] windows.
new measurements are somewhat smaller, possibly suggest-
ing that there is less scatter in properties when considering
scaled rather than physical radii.
Using the same simulation data, we return to the issue of
the velocity integration window. We replace the fixed width
window with one of ± half the virial velocity, estimated from
a scaling of the galaxy luminosity. The resulting average ve-
locity windows are±80 km s−1 and±145 km s−1 for the low
and high mass subsamples, respectively. We find no change in
the results that affects our conclusions, although the resulting
measurement uncertainties are larger.
Galaxy properties are interconnected and so it is difficult
to unambiguously isolate a single driver for any observed
behavior. We favor mass here because of the theoretical
work, but other factors that track mass, such as star for-
mation, could be playing a role. To test for this, we set
out to measure any residual correlation with star formation
rate (SFR) separately within the low and high mass sam-
ples. We find no significant differences between equally pop-
ulated low (−4 < log(SFR/(M⊙/yr)) < 1) and high (1 <
log(SFR/(M⊙/yr)) < 3) star formation rate subsamples pop-
ulated groups within each of our two mass bins. In both mass
bins, the high and low star formation rate samples remain con-
sistent with the results from the full samples.
4. CONCLUSIONS
We present measurements of diagnostic line ratios of the
line emitting warm gas in the circumgalactic medium of nor-
mal, nearby galaxies. Those line ratios indicate that lower
mass galaxies, M∗ < 10
10.4 M⊙, have halo gas that is ion-
ized by softer sources, similar to those found in star forming
regions, while higher mass galaxies,M∗ > 10
10.4 M⊙, have
halo gas that is ionized by harder sources, similar to found
in AGN-hosting galaxies or in shocked regions. This is yet
another way in which low and high stellar mass galaxies dis-
tinguish themselves from each other.
Much of the theoretical work aiming to explain the general
division of galaxy characteristics at a threshold stellar mass
of ∼ 1010.4 M⊙ has focused on the nature of gas accretion
onto galaxies. The expectation from that work is that lower-
mass galaxies have a less interrupted flow of gas to the central
galaxy, leading to continual star formation, while higher mass
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FIG. 3.— The BPT diagram for circumgalactic gas within 0.05 < rs <
0.25 and rp > 10 kpc. The large circle and triangle represent the measure-
ments for galaxies with stellar mass below and above 1010.4 M⊙ , respec-
tively. The blue curve is the demarcation between ratios indicating ionization
by star formation and AGN/shocks (Kauffmann et al. 2003a), with labels in-
dicating which region corresponds to each of the two mechanisms. The light
gray points represent the line ratios for the integrated central parts of individ-
ual galaxies as measured by SDSS. The Hβ flux is estimated using the Hα
flux as described in the text.
galaxies have inflowing gas that tends to shock and heat at
large radius, interrupting the fuel flow to the central galaxy.
Our observational results support this scenario, but we note
the expected complexity of any full model of the baryon cycle.
Our result is based on stacking thousands of lines of sight
around thousands of nearby galaxies, and as such provides no
details on the range of behavior from one galaxy to the next.
However, we have empirically demonstrated that the nature
of the circumgalactic gas can be explored in this manner and
inform what would be required to do so on a case-by-case ba-
sis. Analogous investigations will be possible for individual
galaxies with the next generation of ground-based large tele-
scopes. We will be able to examine how these line ratios vary
around galaxies and how they vary from galaxy to galaxy as
a function of environment. Empirically tracing the nature of
5fuel flowing onto the central, luminous portions of galaxies
will establish, refute, or necessitate revisions of what we en-
vision is occurring at these critical scales.
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